
 

         For Immediate Release 

Dorya Reveals “A Cut Above” Exclusive Fabric Set  

Dorya is pleased to announce a new signature fabric portfolio that offers a wide spectrum of luxurious 
and distinctive fabric choices for those seeking beyond glamorous.  The exclusive selection of 80 
exquisite fabrics, leathers, and faux leathers allows the high-end designer the opportunity to offer an all-
encompassing branded product that delivers the quintessence of Dorya.  The fabrics will also adorn the 
upholstered frames of Trump Home by Dorya line at the Spring International Home Furnishings Market 
premiere.  

“The fabric choice is a dominant factor that defines the persona of the upholstered piece in the furniture 
buying process.  The development of this stylish portfolio offers the designer options that are exclusive to 
Dorya products.” says F. Doruk Yorgancioglu, President and CEO of Dorya. “With the endless options of 
fabrics available, our objective is to offer unique choices that elevate and exceed expectations for our 
brand.” 

 

 



The collection features unexpectedly fresh and exquisite choices for Dorya, and Trump Home™ by 
Dorya products.  Fabrics are unique and refined, while also warm and inviting.  They convey a tranquil 
contemporary feel.  The focus for the premier lineup is a mix of subtle and mostly soft colors, neutrals 
and prints with hints of light greys and taupes.  Great faux leather options showcase amazing textures and 
trims with pearlized and metallic leathers offering inspiration for exceptional style.  

 

          

 

 “The editing process was both challenging and rewarding as the crème always rises to the top,” says, 
Megan Perry, Creative Director of Dorya.  “I’m confident the line-up offers something spectacular for the 
high fashion connoisseur.”  



 

  K.3000 Chair from the Trump Home by Dorya collection. 

 
The Dorya team worked with European suppliers to develop the signature collection over the last 12 
months.  Dorya is dedicated to assisting designers on residential and commercial projects by providing an 
online service that can quickly generate real-time quotations and fulfill sample requests. This exclusive 
collection is in addition to the thousands of fabrics currently offered for Dorya.  The new collection will 
offer cut yardage. 
 
 
More about Dorya 
A global luxury furniture and interiors brand, Dorya creates exquisitely handcrafted furniture and interior 
elements, with the philosophy that the pursuit of style is a way of life. All pieces are 100% handmade and 
made to order, which offers customers the option of customizing their pieces.  Dorya features three 
furniture collections are Heritage, Contemporain, and Executive. The Dorya brand is firmly rooted in the 
tradition of the finest wood craftsmanship, luxurious materials, and attention to detail.  To learn more 
about Dorya visit www.doryainteriors.com 
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